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About This Game

The Wild West...

The turning point of all Western civilisation, the dawn of an era- for the first time in decades people could leave their hard lives
all over the world with the hopes of becoming rich beyond their wildest dreams.

Do you want to make money out of the gold rush? Or do you have other plans in mind? No matter! Whatever you want to do,
you will be able to do in Frontier! Currently in Early Access, we have huge plans for development and a dedicated team who is
ready to bring you a steady stream of updates so you're always finding new features to discover. With everything from tobacco
farming and cigarette rolling to crime fighting and destroying evidence in the works, we are working towards creating the most

diverse simulation of the frontier movement ever imagined for gamers to experience!

But what's it all about?
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Frontier is whatever you want it to be. The current version already brings you a robust building system, resource gathering,
stunning graphics with PBR textures, a huge map (which is tiny in comparison to the final world we're constructing), 6 types of
animal to hunt, alcohol to keep you entertained on your travels, wild hallucinogenic plants to harvest and consume, a butchery

system so you can skin dead animals, plus a beautiful and dynamic weather simulation.

But this is only the beginning.

Frontier is in it's infancy. Over the next few months, the game will grow to include countless new features, including intelligent
NPCs to populate your cities, a detailed economic simulation, and an enormous and lore-rich environment, just to name a tiny

amount of what we have planned.

Our designs revolve around player freedom. We want to put the world in your hands, giving you complete control over how you
live your life in the Wild West. Create settlements and manage your people, become a cattle baron and make your fortune,

compete in drinking contests in one of your own saloons, trade goods, fight outlaws, rob banks and engage in the hundreds of
activities we have planned!

Upcoming Features

You're probably wondering exactly what we have in store for you. Well look no further, here is a brief summary of some of our
more unique future updates. This list is not comprehensive, and is subject to change (with the guidance of the Steam

community, although we fully intend to include everything on this list);

NPCs- A wide range of intelligent characters to settle your towns, spend money in your shops and interact with you
throughout the world
An authentic arsenal stocked with period-correct weaponry, carrying everything from Winchesters to Gatling guns
Many more blocks for our building system, allowing you to create expensive, upscale mansions and cozy campsites
Enormous, lore-rich map system for you to explore, with different areas bringing their own environments and wildlife
Diverse activities system, bringing you everything from drinking contests and shooting challenges to bar brawls and
bounty hunting
Indepth "Vice" System- New drugs to harvest and create, illegal activities to take part in for quick cash, and even poker
tournaments

Community Involvement

Community involvement is going to be key to the development of Frontier. We want to know exactly what you like and don't
like, and exactly what you want to see brought to the game in future updates. The team will be talking to players to hear their

opinions and suggestions, and we openly welcome you to come and talk to us on the discussions forums or in our official Steam
group.
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Title: Frontier
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Lacuna Corporation
Publisher:
Lacuna Corporation
Release Date: 4 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (Will Work With Older Versions But Not Recommended)

Processor: 2GHz Dual-Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 1GB GPU

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Onboard, No Additional Sound Card Required

English
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Drug Simulator.. killed my flight simulator. :-(. This game is absolutely worth playing if you like puzzle games and satisfying
challenges.

Gateways is the story of a scientist trying to find his way around his own lab that has been commandeered by some alien life. At
every step of the way he faces obstacles which he has to use his wits to overcome. Thankfully, you can find out if you are able
to solve any given puzzle fairly easily so you know whether to go for it or give it up for the time being. With power ups such as
those that allow you to jump higher, make yourself larger or smaller, and use copies of yourself to solve puzzles this game is
jam packed with cool ideas. The game is challenging at times but brings a lot of satisfaction and is all around a lot of fun.

The one negative thing for me is that figuring out how to use the time power is hard to do, especially iinitially with little
explanation of it. But if you can master it - and it does take time - it is wonderful.. Staggeringly good game. The depth is kind of
shocking, I loved the first game and they appear to be doing that rarest of things in the game industry; keeping *everything*
good about the first game and very carefully layering onto that. If you enjoyed the first game at all this one is going to make you
a very happy camper.

If you have any affinity for tower defense at all this game is a must.

if you enjoyed Dungeon Keeper back in the day this will scratch that itch a bit, in a different kind of way, but still seems to
trigger some of that pleasure.

Add on a good dose of incredibly active developers who actually *care*? This game has all the ingredients of being one of the
true greats of computer games.

As to the game itself, it plays like any good tower defense except with a *lot* more puzzle/strategy involved. It can be a bit
action-oriented if you want it to be, or more strategic. Some maps trend one way or the other, but ultimately as you work
through leveling up, gearing up, and skilling up, sort of in your own way.

This game will very soon be one of my hundreds of hours played games, one of the very very few. My wife is going to be
annoyed I expect.. A simple bullet hell with a metagame leveling structure, The Weaponographist is a medicore rehash of flash
games we've all played for free. If you've played games before, you've already played this one. And if you've played 9 minutes
of this game, like I have, you've already played the whole game.. Salty people at its finest.
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300 Dwarves is a pretty basic tower defence game. With only twelve levels to play and five towers to choose from. Plus a 700%
price hike from the original iOS build justified by exactly nothing at all.

Full Review \/\/ http:\/\/www.honestgamers.com\/12299\/pc\/300-dwarves\/review.html. I not only recommend this game, I
highly recommend it! I was also extremely pleased to see Battlezone 1998 Redux. I spent many hours playing this game years
ago. The release of Battlezone Gold Edition takes the original 1998 game and throws in a slew of really killer upgrades!

Get this game, you won't regret it!. Putrefaction 1 was nice, small indie DOOM a like FPS game. Now we got Putrefaction 2, at
least price become higher, but I get it for 1.5 euro from promo (selling cards :P). Now this game looks like small, indie, SErious
Sam clone. Not so well, but good enouth for this price for getting good fun. There is not so many contet, weapons and enemies
but its bloody and fun. We get also voice acting that is sovering like Sam "Serious" Stone alike :). Not bad, but not perfect. I
give this game 7/10 and playing more to finish campaing.. I was actually laughing out loud while playing this game. Fantastic
dialogues, full of puns, irony, and sarcasm. Music and art make it delightfully atmospheric: the game breathes 70s.. Securom,
another game that became a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥for the paying customer just because "♥♥♥♥ the people that buys
our♥♥♥♥♥♥quot; right Trashcom?. Great game, when the community was present, now it's a ghost town.
Avoid it unless you have enough friends to fill a server on both teams.
Miss this underappreciated gem. Props to overwatch for swiping heaps of ideas from it.. love the Mercedes but i really wanted
the RX7 in this pack :( not a ugly Alfa, i hope there will be a JDM pack some day
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